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ABSTRACT
Problems of i,"ternational economic competition,
environmental degradation, ano quality of life demand the very best
form the United States research community. New information assembled
by the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
documents a deeply troubled mood among university researchers, even
those who have been successful in pursuing research careers in
prestigious institutions. This troubled mood is so pervasiue that it
raises serious questions about the very future of science in the
United States. The results of an informal survey by the AAAS on the
stIte of academic scientific research in the United States are
presented in this report. Asked about their personal experiences with
research funding, the respondents portray an environment of slow, but
steady erosion. Sections in this report include: (1) "The Survey";
(2) "Why is the Morale of American Scientists So Low?"; (3) "Impacts
of the Funding Situation"; (4) "Why Keep Science Healthy?"; (5) "How
Much Research Do We Need?"; (6) "An Ead to the Frontier?"; and (7)
"Conclusions and Recommendations." (KR)
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Preface
The importance of scientific research to the wdl-being of the nation has long been recognized by I '.S.
polieyntakerN. Since the mid- l thins, in the face cif enormous pressures on the budget, federal investment
in basic research has grown signiticanthfaster, in fact, than nearly any other arra of min-defense government spending. In spite of this, evidence of low morale in the scientitk community has been building steadily
during this period in prem reports, in Congressional testimony; in op-ed pieces, and in other public forums.
In recent months, these reports haw taken on a tone of greater urgency'. Colleagues have tnld me of senior researchers about to "throw M the towel" because of the loss of long-term grant support, and of bright
and prornismg assistant protivairs at top universities unable to get funds to initiate their research. When I
taik office as President-Elect of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in Februar..
I990, I decided to look more deeplY into these reports to see if I could resolve the apparent paradox of continuing increases in federal research funding and growing dissatisfacticin in Academic lahoratories.
With the help of the staff of the AAAS Directorate for Science and Polio Programs. I conducted an in-

formal survey of key faculty in selected I. '.5. universities. This report, which I submit to the liwrd of the
AAAS, describes the stors as told by thc nearly 250 Slientists who wrote letters in response to my inquiry
Iamited and infOrmal as it was, the survey confirmc I my expectations of trouble, but with a depth of despair anti discouragenwnt that I have not experienced in mv forty wars in science. I have included in the
report my attempts to understand and interpret the situation, to evaluate the consequences, and to estimate
what it might take to correct it.
Although the report may perhaps reveal md cations of passion and advocacy., my concern is not for the
unhappiness of my colleagues in science, much as I love and value them. My concern is for the future o
science in the t 'tined States and for the protinind cultural and oonomic benefits that science brings. Nly
aim is to stimulate urgent discussion in the widest possiNe wntext. Nly hope is that this will lead to vigor
cius and appnipriate i(rihm-up activitICS.
hi writing this report I am well aware of the hesitations of some colleagues, hesitations based on the desire not tii appear self-serving, not to bring science down to the level of lust another interest group." I hissever, if in fact I '..S. Xience is at risk, then what course slioukl we take.' Is it not the obligation of soicienes
like AAAS to bring the state of science to the attention of policymakers and the public that pass for and Atmatdy benefits from researc W It is my (vim, in that the risks of appearing to be self serving arc for out-

weighed by the risks inherent in not making the case.
Pleaw note that Vl hen I refer to academic research in this report I generolls include both basic and applied research or, in the newer vernacular, fundamental and strategic research. .1lso. I recognize that I hose
tOcused narniwly im ',tie sector of the research community and wed science piilicv will require that ans solution must also consider non-academic research as we:l as those issaos outside of science which influence
the health of the research uMversines.
NIanc peopk contributed to this report. Thanks are due to Richard s. Nicholson. A AAS Esecutive Officer; to Albert I I. 'kith, director of the AAAS Science and Polk% Programs I brectorate; and to Stephen
D. Nelmm, program director for science, technolop and government. for their many contributions. 'Ilie
as.sistance of my physicist ciilleague James Irefil of ( ictirge Lison I *DR crslts ttiis llivali, y In framing
the issues described here. John St honelaaim mid June Wial provided able research asmstance at AAAS. I knisi:. (;raveline, head of the AAAs Office of Commtmwations, provided important guidance and advice,
and Patnc ia Morgan and her staff in the ( )tilt e of Publications transformed the manuscript mt, the report
that you see. Most ()fall, 1 iicce a debt id gratitude in the nearls 250 academic researchers %%hose articulate
and heartfelt respiaises are the I i.i.is fiir !hi.- ru;,rt,
Leon Al. Lederman
('nrversity of (Imago
December 7 990
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Me Upin a time America n science shdterrd an Einstein, went ti) the mi ioi,, and gave to the

world the laser, the electromc computer, nv Ion, television, the cure tOr piiho, and observations of our planers location in an expanding universe. 'liday we arr in the process, albeit unwittingly, of abandoning this lwdership role. It is up to the President, the Congress, and the .Amer-
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wan people to decide whether this is really the road we want this cnuntry to travd.
Anwrica has lived and grown great through science and technology. From the foanding (if
land grant universities Jnd the flowering of agricultural research in the Nth century to the
boom in microelectronics and information technology in the last two decades, we have hitched
our economy to the best scientific research system we could develop and have prospered as a re
suit. In this long-running success story, American universities have played a special role. I 'ntversity researchers have produced new knowledge to drive the euniomv and at the same time
Live trained successive generations of scientists and engineers to staff American industry.
But Him, at a time when pr .blems of internatkinal econ(imic c(impetition, envininmental degradation. and quality of hie demand the very best from our research community; new information assembkd bY the American IN K ration tOr the Advancement of Science (AAAS) documents
a Limply troubled mood among university researchers, even those who have been successful in
pursunig research careers in our most prestigious institutions. -Fhis troubled mood is s) pervasive that it raises serious questions about the very future (if science in the t 'nited States.
Dv quotations that punctuate this report are drawn from an intOrmal survey by the AAAS on
the state of academic sientitk research in the t'nited States. Asked about their personal experiences with research funding, the resp(indents, who inchide some of the nation's most promising
young academic scientists, twirtray an environment of sh,w, but steady. enNenl. ( )nc gritup can
no longer train graduate students. Another sees its advances in kit htilihigies with milliiins (If di if
tars ot industrial potential dissipate for lack of a $ I iiii,iiiin laser. A third describes h(iw it is
abandonmg inniivative but risky research tOr more pedestrian pnijects tuir which funding is
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The responsis paint a picture of an academic research communm beset by flagging morale,
diminishing expectations, and constricting hunzons. Frum tine institution to thc next, Anis.
demtigriiihic tategorics, across distplines of research. the nation's scientists are Nending a
warning. .Academic research in the I 'tined States is in serious trouble.
While it is difficult to make accurate predictions as to possible outcomes of the current situation, a major decline in res-arch capability is certainly within the range of plausible projections.
i ndeed, given the k urrent economic situation and budget climate, such a worst case scenario
enwht be considered probable. In view uf the close coupling we believe to hold between a vigor(ius and dv mimic science and the ecinuirnic and culturid well-lxiing of the nation, this becomes a
net, mai prithlem.
Ironically, there is. among poltcymakers and the infOrmed public . .1 general sense that American science is strong and he:0th%. ker% year, we do well in the Ntibel prize sweepstakes ( Ker
the past decade federal funding bir basic research has fared rather well in the budget turtles, at
least .is tirmpared tti itthet areas i rl or% annwnt spending,
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Neverthelms, the AAAS survey provides a strong signal of trouble. It tOrces us to recognize
that, however rosy the research funding picture may look from Washmgton, I ).C., there are
serious problems at the laboratory benches
lb understand the morale problems in the rest2rch conimuni., it is necessary to look at the
long-term picture, not just at how federal investment in IZLic ) for this fiscal year compares to
.

lag or how it& ) funding ciimpares to transportation, agriculture, or other "domestic discretionary" programs. In this perspective, it is not hard to see the source of the problem. lkspite
recent growth, the level of federal support fiir basic and applied research in the universities in
1990, after correcting for inflation, is only slightly larger than n wie
over twenty
years ago.

In 196N this level of funding %UN adequate. Indeed, 19fili was the peak year of a period that
is considered the "golden age" of American science 'Way, however, there are twice as many
&moral scientists in universities competing for those funds. Furthermore, in all areas of research
the lai4 decade's "easy" problems have been solved, and the cost of creating new understanding of
nature has increased considerably. hnaIl y. new regulatory requirements have added to overhead
costs and reduced the funds available for the direct costs of research. Is it any wonder that morale among academic scientists is low?
Academic science has not arrived at its present state through a conscious decision by the Adrmnistration or Congress. No political leader has advocated starving science---indeed, most feel
that they support it strongly. Presidents Rtwan and Bush have both prumistd to double the size
of the National Science Foundation's budget within five ve:.3 rs, and Congress, almost every year,

appropriates more tOr the National Institutes oi I lealth than the Administration requests.
Scientks in the universities began to feel the pinch in the early 1970s, when the sustained
growth of the previous decade came to an end and rapni inflation combined with constraints on
the federal budget to produce a constant-dollar decline of more than 20 percent in federal funding for academic research. Warning signals arose at that time and eventually, to an extent, they
were heeded. The trend in federal funding turned upward beginning in 198.1. However, recent
growth has been insufficient to compensate for the elf as of the long drought that preceded it.
Thus, in the view of those in the laboratories, there has been a gradual year-by-year erosion in

the availability tif fundmg and in the health id academic science over nearly two decades.
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IIn May 19q0, at my request, the staff of the American Association for the Advancement of Sime irntiated an inquiry to determine the pmfessicinal "quality of hfi!" as perceivid by members of the academic rmirch community: We sent letters to the chairs of the physics, chemistry,
and biology departments at 50 universitiesthe 30 largest research-oriented universities, as determined by the amount of federal research funding they reeeive, and 20 additional universities,

representing a range of less rmarch-Mtensive institutions.
Each chair was asked to answer the letter personally and to forward it to a few faculty members. including at leaia one third- or tOurth-year assistant pmfessor in the department, and the
youngest full professor. We wanted to hear from a range of mearchers but especially from the
"winners" in the game of academic t.a.ieneethe people with successful careers in the besttnncied disciplines at prtstigioies institutions. lf this group perceivod itself to be in trouble, it
would be a fair assumption that the great body of American scientists in other fields and imtia
tives could only be worse off:
Each respondent was asked to write a letter commenting on personal experiences in obtaining
funding, the general availability of funding in the field, and how thew factors would influence
productivity and future plans. We made no pretense of drawing a scientific, random sample, nor
did we attempt to cover all fields, types of institutions or geographic arras. Our purpose was not
to generate statigics, but rather to collect anecdotes so that we might awss the prevailing mood
among academie scientks. ( See Survey Queations, page 7 .1
We were not naive about what to expect. We rixognize that no researcher is ever totally happy
with his or her situation, and we expected a good deal of common, garden variety griping.
Good suentils can always set more things to do, and those who art dosansfied art more likely
than others to take the time to respond to an inquiry such as ours. I lowever, the emotional intensity of the letters and the depth of their pessimism was so far above thew ordinary levels that we
can only conclude that they regker a mood of deep depresNion in the research community. And
this depres.sion is widespread, independent of institution, field and rank.
Nearly 250 letters, many of them long and detailed, were received. The overall tone of the
letters, as exemplified by the excerpts that appcur throughout this report, is one of deep concern,
discouragement, frustration, and even despair and resitmation. The traditional optimism of research scientists is being quenched. In its place are lowered expectations and a gloomy vision of
the future.
The scientists write that obtaining funding occupies an increasing pcirtion of then time. TheY
describe growing regulatory burdens and increasing overhead cieas. Many say they are embarrassed because they lid they are unable to serve as adequate rok models for their graduate students. And, because the respondents are among the 'best and the brightest," they are most keenly aware of the opportunities, the excitement and the ultimate benefits of their research and the
sharp contrast to the increasing difficulty in obtaining resources for it.
One skiennst reports chagrin at the "superbright" post-doctoral student he cannot afford to
hire. Another writes of discouragement at the two graduate students she has been fiirccd to tell to
go elsewhere. Mere is despair at seeing ones own ideas implemented by compciitors abroad with
the equipment one cannot afford. And overall, the lettme4 in the letters is of long hours spent
writme land madingl proposals and arguing and pleading with fnnding agency personnel.
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The scientists write that obtaining fundmg occupies an increasing portion of their time. lbey
describe growing regulatory burdens and increasing overhaid Lusts. Nlany say they are embarrassyd because they fed they arc unable to serve as adequate role models fiir thuir graduate students. And, because the respondents art among the "best and the brightest," they are most keenly aware of the opportunities, the excitement and the ultimate benefits of their researchand the
sharp contrast to the increasing diffkulty in obtaining resources for it.
More than half the respondents in the top 30 institutions indicated that they are experiencing
serious difficulties in research support or, at best, are treading water, An additional third reported that thet were getting by fiw the moment, but saw problems ahead for their reswtch.
Even the minority of respondents who reported that they. were managing pretty well themsdves
indicated they were affected by the depressed mood of their collearues.
The distribution of responws from the less research-intensive universities was not much different. about 60 percent wrote that they are in trouble or are barely managing, an additional
third reported they are coping but see problems on the horizon; while most of the remainder see
colleagues in serious difficulties.
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Survey Questions
Pkiase write us a letter addressing each of the following issues

1. Thr availability of research funding in your own area of research. Please
comment on your own personal experience w ith the research funding
system. Be as specific as possible.

2. The relative ease or difficulty of obtaining research grant funding
currently as compared to past years (including the number of appropriate
sources of funding fOr your research). Again, we are interested primarily
in your own personal experience.

3.

Your thoughts on how your recent experiences with research funding
might influence your plans and expectations for the future.
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4. Othrr factors signifkantly influencing your own productivity and ability
to conduct research in your ,:urrent semng.
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Why is the Morale of
American Scientists So Low?
The principal sinit.ce of the morale problems thr survey unoivered is no mystery It appeared
in letter after letter. It is eszentiallv a lack of funding. For many scientists the difficulties of
irl...iiing mearch support are beginning to overshadow the rewards of actually doing roearc h.
*to undersiand why funding is so pniblmatical, it is useful to review a few figures.

Level Funding and a Growing Community
Since 1981, federal support for academic research in lt)nstant that is, inflation-adjusted-dollars has grown by about 1it percent. I lowever, as shown in Figure 1, this recent increase followed a long period of relatively flat funding which was itself preceded fry a sharp drop between

and 1974. Consequently, the amount of federal funding for basic plus applied research in universitks in 1989 (expressO in constant dollars) is only 20 percent higher today than it nos in 1968!
1968

At the same time, as shown in Figure 2, the number of doctoral soentists and engineers in
colleges and universities has more than doubled. In other words, in 1990 there are over t%Ikt as
many researchers competing few a pot of money not niuh bigger than it was in 1968.

Figure 1

Federal Expenditures for Basic and Applied Research at
Colleges and Universities, 1968-89
(billions of donors)
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Number of Doctoral Sdentists and Engineers Employed
By 4-Yem Colleges and Universities, 1969-87

Figure 2
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1. COMpleaLkY
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rese-arth moncv lw overhead Means thlt less mom% is AAA& tic the laboraturv silentist tiir the
dirett smts of the tyseart h.
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Impacts of the Funding
Situation
L et us turn now fro m the ',erees
nt
of the problem to its im pacts. Th
'e letters suggest thatapart
from Just being a source of frustration to academic scientiststhe squeeze on research funding is likely to have a number of more subtle adverse consequences for research and for the nation.
With more scientists competing tOr what is essentially a fixed pot of money, the percentage of
grant applications funded by NSF and Nil! has dropped prek tpitous4As St uwe magazine has
reported, succes.s rates in ',emie fields are down to the neighborhood of Jo i 5 percent. Scientists,

parficularly young scientists, report spending more 3nd more of their time chasing fewer and
fewer dollars. While the average grant size has increased somewhat at Nil I. the typical NSF
grant is, in l'imstant dollars, eonsiderably smaller in 1940 than it was in the early Ito8iis,
he problem is more serious than average grant size or proposal success rates, however The
ktters reveal potentially important ehanges in the wav scientists as individuals pursue their l raft.
As a consequence of thr increasingly difficult search for funding, academic scientists are less
VI tiling to take chances on high risk areas with potentially big payoffs. Instead, they prefer to
play it sate. sticking to researeh in which an end product is assured, or worse, working in fields
that they believe are favored by funding agency oftkials. These scientists are also increasingly
viewing their Si:flows as competitors, rather than wlleagues, leading to an increasingly corrosive
atmosphere The manifestations of this attitude range from a reluctance to share new results with
other scientists to public bickering about relative priorities in funding different fields.
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Whiie the current loss of productive groups is serious, even more disturbing is the negative influ-

ence the present difficulties are having on the next generation. On a recent visit to MIT I had on
informal lunch with about twenty graduate students in organk chemistry and asked how many of
them ware going into academic science. One person raised his hand and he was returning to a

small liberal arts college where he had been a student. This group agreed that their lack of interest in university level positions is their perception that the challenge of gaining funding is now
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dominant over the challenge of the science.

Professor of Chemistry, U. of Illinois
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I am so heavily invested on a personal level in bask research that I cannot imagine changing my

Thee Is ow is* ow paw

own career direction even if the present funding situation persists. However, I am finding it

is pia la a* *

harder and harder to recommend this career to the many bright undergraduate students who

hogiai Cow* I salle-

regularly seek my advice in career opportunities in bosic research.

Assistant Professor of Biology, U. of California, Berkeley

Hat there are other effects of the funding situation that are ey ident in thr leners--ei tects that
will Mit be tdt for some time, but that are potentially much more damaging. ther and over
again the respondents reported that they are uttmg back on the number of students they are
training, and that students now. in the laboratories are opfing out of research careers. It is not nick
hard to imagine the thoughts in the mind of a graduate student who watches as a tirokssor
spends a third f his or her time searching for funds to keep a laboratory going.
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The Ilrotc...ssor-graduate student relationship is one of the most important ingredients of a sciscience. One of the
prime tasks of the faculty member is to serve as «I role modd for the student-- to say, in aim,
"This is what a scientist is like." The relationship entails Libligations on both sides of course, but
the professor usually assumes a respinsibility for seeing that his or her students are supp.;rted
dunng their studies and plated in appropriate jobs when the) finish.
In one letter atier another, those responding to the survey expressed concern that they cAlki
not fulfill the obligations they had a.ssumed when they took on students that they could not
serve as successful role models for the next generation tit-scientists. This breakdown iif an important part of the traditional education is another serious and unexpected cinisequence of the funding situation. Ind the mood will inevitably be communicated to undergraduates in an ever-w
ming ripple effect.
entist's education and is widely regarded as a key to the success of
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While the difficulty in obtaining research funding has taken its toll of time and energy, I plan to
continue in this position ond with basic research. However, it is dear that my first three postdoctoral research fellows (now on the job market) and other postdoctoral fellows at Caltech who I
know, have a quite different perspective from that which I had a few years ago when I conducted
my job search: they are extremely pessimistic about obtaining any funds to run their labs and
ore considering quite different sorts of jobs.

--Assistant Padessor of Biology, teach
The difficulty of acquiring research funding leaves me with a grim impression of my professional

future. Hove research too much to contemplate leaving this career, at least at this point, but I
oft% wonder about the level at which I will be able to pursue my professional interests in the
coming years. I am certain that my anxieties on this subject, and those of my colleagues, have a
negative effect on the impressions of scientific careers formed by the undergraduates and gradu-

ates with whom we ore in constant contact.

Assistant Professor of Chemistry, U. of Wisconsin
Perhaps the most serious consequence of diminishing prospeds for funding is the effect it has in
discouraging graduate students and post-docs from pursuing scientific careers. As a junior faculty

member, I remain in dose contact with colleagues from my days as a student and post-doc, but

several of the best of these individuals will not show up in your surveythey have already
chosen to leave science.

Assistant Professor of Biology, U. of Pennsylvania

respiinses to the AAAS survey suggest that in the coming years we on
even fewer
students to enter careers in science than do so now. it is ironic that as the emirmtpus eltOrts to»fii
prove science and mathematics education that were initiated in the I 'otitis begin to bear fruit, the
`ktentitiL infrastructure they were designed to support is king progressively eroded.
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Why Keep Science Iha !thy?
How much does all of this matter to thr nation-at-large? ( iiven that hiw morale is a probkm
for the science commuMtt, wfu, should the rest of the nation care? Scientists are, after all, a
privileged elass far better otf than many in our society, and liesicies, them are already more crises
around todaY than our overloaded national consciousness can handle.
flw answer is, of cmurse, that science pays. It is impossible to imagine modern society without
the fruits of 400 years of scientific reseaR h. An extensive literature documents the returns to the
economy generated by expenditures on science and technology. One his only to examine thr ingredients of our ( iNP to sec that a large fraction is derived from the results of the scientific research of thr past tio years or so.
hononUsts have estimated that for evert dollar spent on the Apollo program in the 1.46tis,
stn.en doliars of A.onomic activity was generated in the American economy Niore recently, cu)nonnst EdwM 7-lansfield of the l'niversitt of Primsylvama studied the rate of return on investments in academic research. liis work covered 76 major firms in seven industries: intrmation
processing, drugs, metals, elextrieity, chemicals, instruments, and od. I Its assumpnons are conservative but his result is startling: the annual social rate of return on investments in academie
researeh is no less than 2N percent.
The tisk, which are faced by Anierkan science and techncilogy today are c ructal as never bef.prr to .:ir wet! being of our natnin. They include:
providing the basis for new industry tu enhanie the itishtt of hie of oul , 0
wens, while extending those benefits to regions and gniups that hme ilia et
shared in them,
impros mg the general health ot the lbopulation while wntainmg the Lost% .if
medikal tare,
understanding the complex ciratmstances sorniunding ecological and cm iron
mental issues and providing guidance to isiln cookers ill these areas,
develi iping alternate sources of energc and skit ,stitutes tiir s4aric natural re-
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humanit's place in it.

.I.) carry out these daunting tasks in an ever more competitive world, we w ill need more sciennsts and engineers. Yrt demographic proieetions such as those cited hi Richard Atkinson in
his 1990 Presidential Address to the AAAStell us that we are Ealing short of producing the
required number of Ph.D. scientists and engineers by about I I 1,00ti each war. I luge deficits in
the numbe; of technically trained persorind (estimated bc some at up to Toti,iiiiii) are expected
in the first decade of the 21st century-.
I am aware that such projections have large uncertainties, but I should al,. punt out that (het
may be underestimated because they tail to take account of the new demands that will be placed
on scienee and technichip lit environmental problems, energy and natural resources, and the
needs of developing nztions. ( veri that graduate education depends so strongly ..n research
f inding, the finding that faculty nwmbers are Luning back on the number of students they train
means that the current funding situation can only exacerbate future problems in human resources
science and technology.
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How Muck Research
Do We Need?
Icontend that ihe United States is underiiiresting in research. The result is 3 drastic decline in
the morali. of even the best academic researchers. 1 bebeve that if U.S. science is going. to
have a chane to help the nation meet the challenges it faces, we must create a new envir.mment
for researcf . The ide z. environment is one in whiuh any talentc3 scientist can obtain resear-h
tUnding if lc or she has a good idea and can meet the burdm (if reasonable review and
resistance.
Since a portion of the current funding crisis arises now the immase in the ni.mber of skit:n.0 s, some might argue that it would make sense to practice a kind ot

"scientifk birth control"

to hmit the number of scientists plying their trade, in order to fund thr remainder adequately. Is
such an apprmich reasonable? The answer to this question depends on how much scientific work
ne teds needs to be done.
There are two ways to approach the question. One i:, to look at nation:, chat AST doing a good
job economicallynations that seem to be doing well in international economic competition.
he other is to look at what society requires of science in a bioader sense and assess the adequacy.
of any proposed system to meet those needs.
The period from shortly after World War 11 to 1968 has often been referred to as the "golden
age" of American science. It was heralded by 3 report to the President in 1945 by Vannevar
Rush, entitled S,renee, the Endless Frontier. The "golden age" was characterized in diect by just
the conditions 1 now advocate a funding level that permitted full play to the creativity and
iroagination of scientists, As Figure 3 indicates, we art still benefiting from the fruits of that
era. I believe that the creation of a new golden age is not only aff;irdable, hut holds vast potential tiir benefits to the nation.

Rqure 3

Partial list of Technologies Developed since World War 11
that are at the Forefront of Economic Growth.
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Figure 4
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The world of the 1991ts is a far cry from 1968 ln the late 19bus, the ilnited States was the
undisputed leader in world science. Our Ixasic research establishment was turning out results that
would fuel the hoom m Silicon Valley and ciaablish new miters of intiirmatiim technolop on the
outskirts of our major cities. Medical techniques we now ciinsider routineCAI' scans, for example, or magnetit resonance imagmg---- were still gleams in the eye of basic mearchers or in
the early stages of development. The future was bright and there seemed to be no limits to our
dreams.

'Way, after 20 rears of gradual attrition, the effects of inich ilit vividh documented in the
AAAS survey, the future no longer looks so bright. The I lnited States can no longer claim undisputed leadership in world science. Western Europe and japan both have thriving scientific establishments, offering both collaboration and competition to their America, colleagues. Figure 4
shows funding for nondeknsv R&D as a fraction (if GNP in sc.veral countnes including the
limed States. The story is all too claw. Our own expenditures have remained almost constant
during the past two decadm, while thirit of Western Europe and Japan have grown. Mcmsurcd
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againsi our most succosful international ctimpetitors, then, the current levd of recarch funding
in the I. !nited States is evidently' inadequate.
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Looking toward the future, Figure 5 lisis some -emerging technologies" identified by the Department of (ommerce, which are projected to have a total teonomk activity of about $1 trillion
tw the year 2000. The connection o these technologies with mastery in the relevant fields of science and engineering should be obviems. The qustion the nation must ask of its policymakers is:
What fraction of this huge sum will belong to the t Tnited States.'
The second part of the answer involves the huge risks and enormous opportunities facing science anti science-based technology Way. These hace been outlined above, and include improving the nation's health, economy, and quality of life and tackling the complex of environmental,
energy and rmiurce prookms that loom ahead. Whether we will be able to meet these demands
and exploit these opportunities depends to a large extent on how well we will be able to recruit
young people into science and engineering studies. This has been recognized lw the President,
the natiorA governors, and by the Congress.
Support for science education, with recent emphasis on the elenwntary and secondary levek,
has bem increased impressivdy Statai and tommuMties across the nation are insiituting reforms
in an escalating effort to catch up to our foreign competitors whose children do so much better in
international aviessments. A major part thy no means the entire part) of this effort is to increase
the flow of American children into science, mathematics and technology. Without this effort in
science education, our re.carch capability lioth in and out of academia would incrosingly depend
on immigrants for whom there is increasingly vigorous world-wide competition. However, if
we ignore the health of the academic research system, this entire effort will surely be
compromised.
I would argue that it is unwise to attempt to solve the present crisis by reducing the number
of scientists at our universities. Not only would this reduce our ability to solve our nation's probkm. in the short term, but, even worst, it could start a downward spiral in the size and quality
of the 1 '.S. academic research system that would he difficult, if not impossible, to reverse.

Figure 5
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An End to the Frontier?
The warning in thr AAAS survey is clear. Amer can science shows signs of extreme Arms.
Morak is declining. students are turning away from science, and American tradership in scientific research, as measured by published papers and Nobd prizes, is threatening to go the way
of the automotive, tire, machine tool, and consumer electronics industries.*
The implications of the loss of such leadership are immense. Just as the "brain drain" drew
talented sckmists from Europe and the hinj World to the t Inited States in the I 950s and
19tins, so too will some American scientists (and potential immigrants) follow the frontiers of
their fields to Europe, the Pacitk Rim, or wherever they might be in the future. The pipeline
of new research that has nourished our high-tech industry will dry up, crippling our ability to
compete in a world where science and technology play. an ever more Important role.
We can already see ominous signs in economic trends. In l(ittts, for the fit-14 time in history,
the I. 'nites States imported more high-tech manufactured products than it exported. Residents of
foreign cciuntries now receive almost half of the patents granted by the t..S. Patent (Hike. And
the three corporations registering the most I `.S. patents last year were Canon, Tb.shiba and
I Mac hi.

Finally, we should not neglect to mention the more subtle, less quantifiable but nonetheless
profound influence that science ha: upon society Wr are a grew nation which must value the culture that the success of science engenders. This suess permutes society, generates sdf-confidemi:, inspires our youth, creates a sense of endless frontiers of the human mind and of human
aspirations which would otherwise become increasingly confined in an ever-shrinking world.
The loss of this scientific and technological exuberance would he another heavy price to pay, per
haps even the greatest penalty in the long run, for the decline of the resurch system.
The full effects of the impoverishment of basic research will not be felt next year or the year
atkr. We have been living on our accumulated scientific capital for a while, and we will probably be able to do so for a while longcr. But if we persist on this course, we can expect to see
America's position in the world gradually weaken. We will watch as our technology-based prod
ucts become less and less competitive in world markets. By then, of course, it will be too late.
It is the long.term nature ot' the enterprise that makes the issue so dangerous. Once we begin
to weaken, there are many feeoback forces that tend to accelerate the decline. The best people
move on to other activities. Students are no longer attracted. The stream of immigrants diminishes. The essential influx of young investigators dries up. Within the range of possible onto inks
are both acceptable and unacceptable consequences. Yet to wait rather than take action DOW is to
invite a situation that cc ill be difficult and veil orne-omsuming to reverse.
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Conclusions and
Recommendations
Alarge-scak anecdotal survey of some of the most capable and priatuctive 1*.S. acaderna ...
entists has been carried out. The results are a clear warning that all is tar from well in the
laboratories of our research universities. The depressed state of the academic scientific community is attributed to a failure of our system of science funding to retognize and maintain the essential needs of a health% infrastructure.
Science tUnding has increased steadily in the past several yeara, yet it is apparent that current
levels are tar below what is requireti for healthia even lean, science. Perhaps this ma% give some
pcilicymakers a sensv of frustration at the -ungrateful and insatiable stientists." let we are not
alone in seeing this problem. Warnings have been creeping up everywhere. Almost five ears
ago, the Packard-Broinky report documented an obsolescente of umversity research equipment
and evaluated the c:ost of renovation at $lo billion. Since becoming the President's Science Mt isor in l989, Allan Bromky has continued to speak out about undermvestment in research, as
has Frank Preas, the Preaident of the National Acadenw of Sciences. There is an emerging conaensus among science policy leaders that we are not making th_ long-term investment in research
required to restore our economic and scientific leadership.
The United States today finds itself slipping in its abilit% to compete with d%nannt soc icties
abroad. The new Europe, Japan and the Pacitk Rim nations arc increasing their inveatment in
research, having alreadv surpawd UN in the various activities needed to convert research results
to economic benefit. It is up to us as a nation to decide whether the I '.S. will remain a major
player in world science and science-based technology or whether we will continue to slide.
One could ari.me that since the results of basic research are globalk available. we need maintam only the ability to read the scientific literature in order to compete m tut hnolop. I lowever,
the current large int reasrs in European and Japanese investments in basic research and the ciigm
ty of a great nation arglie against this. Looming over and above the ettnannic lattors are the
complex issues of ecolop; enerp; and natural resources in a worki which must, in the next ten
tury. see vast development in the South. Such developnwnt cannot be sustained without research
to create the technologies which arc required to reduce the uncertainties in envitonnwntal predictions and to solve the eneri,ry-ecology problem.
What would it take to relieve the acute problems in acacknia research and restore I .S. N. i
enee to its pre-190 excellence Let us consider this question independenth of "practical" constraints dictated by current events. My analysis of the complexity factor, the growth of new
areas, and the increasing casts of research indicate that we should be spending at least twice as
much as we were in i 9(18 (in constant dollars) if we are to approach the cainditions (II the gilLien
age. Indications from NSE NIH and IX+. tend to confirm the pressure for a doubling of the
current level of funding for academic science, which amounts to about $10 billion a %CAL This
huge sum could, I believe. be effectively deployed in two or three fiscal years.
Beyond this, in future years, I would argue that the growth of four percent per %ear in the
number of academic scientists and the complexity factor growth estimate of five percent per %car
imply that a sustained flourishing of academic resaaarch requires annual real growth if eight to
ten percent. It has been estimated that this kind tif growth would move the proposal success rate
in NSF and NILI :loser to St) percent from the present mut t lower levels. Such an increment
may sound substantial in our current climate, but as the econ .ny responds, academic research
would remain only a tiny fraction of total federal spending Si.- nany decadeN. Furthermore. even
with such incrtases, it would be a decade or two betiire our level of nondefense research expenditure proportional to GNP would equal the 1989 levds of Japan or tVest (iermany
Can we afford this kind of mtmey i n 1980, the President of the I 'nited States convinced the
Congress and the American people that we must double the defense budget to $aolibdlion a
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This 1%as done and

)1/1 h 0% the nation was able to absorb the wst. In 'Oil, the threat to
the security of the nation lies in an endangered scientific infrastructure. he required sums are
substantially smaller. 11w danger is long term but the longer we wait, the more difficult will be
the remediation.
Let us for the moment accept that this investment in science funding is in fact required. I low
shall we procee& In the present climate of deficits and escalanng demands on the federal budget,
there arises a fundamental polio dilemma. The federal deficit, the savings and loan bailout, the
Persian Gulf crisis are real and immediate. he crisis of American science, no matter how seri%var.

ous, is a long-term affairit is for our children and our children's children. Given the charac
teristic short-term philosophy that has dominated American policv for the past several decades,
we have no illusions as to the probable tate of our recommendation.
Nevertheless, strong efforts must be made immediateb to strengthen federal funding ir research. Appropriations cif NSF, NII 1)0E, mid other federal agencies that support academic
research should be increased sharply as soon as possible. Becond this, however, in order to alleviate the dilemma of short-term priorities and long-term problems, I recommend that serious et.tOrts be made to find innoi2tive ways to fund academic research on a Batiitlal scale tit/Mae of the
regular federal budget. One approach might be to establish a trust fund supported by special
taxes on high technology consumer products that benefit from basic research. Another possibilit,
is to tiirm a partnership between the government and the investment community C Me can oin-

template government bonds, designated for rewart h, with interest iceed to the returns on that
research.
"Fo ins estigate such possibilities and others, I am reoimmending that

Commission be established consisting of representatives from the Executive and I.cgislative Branches of the Kderal

government, industm the financial commuthty, and the atademk lommunity A:VIS should take
the initiative in pnimoting and org-aniAng such a CMIIIIIissn
In additnin to examining funding mec haMsms, the Commission oiuld also lik)k at wac s
improving the efficiency and the strategic planning of research funding and wars of assuring
that academic research serves the nation mist effectivek An assortnwnt of pniblems we have not
been able to address in this report cry for attention. I am, of course, aware that academic science
is not the only component of higher education, and that the health of academia ..Ls a whole must
be addressed. I `niversity issues such as graduate student suppuirt, the effect of new tax ix ilk les
on philanthropy, student stipends and the abilin of institutiuns to rinse capital should he examined where relevant to the research environment. The oil:tenuous issues of balance between big
science projects and individual investigator research, and the role of centers versus project gr.mts
also demand attention. It seems entirely appropriate for A A IS. i. iollaboration with other Tg.,

nizations, to tiister creation of a Commission to make a broad st4 of what It will take to wake
l'.S science whole again and to design an appropriate strategt. I stress that the tune is short .ind
the issues are urgent.
In concentrating on funding, I am aware that there is mut h we nIllst utu in tho.e cnn, ial AO%
flies which connect research results to economic utihtc. They: invoke subtleties of tcchro )1- vgy
transfer, tax laws, marketing and other functions'which the academic community hay. traditional.

ly ignored, but with which it must learn to interface more gracefully. The Commission sliuld
include this important area in its charge.
Apa-t from establishing the Commission. the AkAS Board should mi,ke the commun,cation
of the precarious state of I
science a high priority. The best efforts of the Association must be
apr;ied to create an environment where the health tit Anwrican sciencu is

Ide;1 [4:rceived to be
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mrntial to the future of our nation. To that end, AAAS must provide leadership in rallying all
segments of our society to the cause of rescuing U.S. science.
I conclude this report with an excerpt from Vannevar Bush's landmark report, Sciente, the
bklless Frontier, which in 1945, set the nation on a coursr that has had profound consequences
for its well being:
It has ken bia.n. ['tided Slaw poln-y that Gott-moment should tiwer the opening of nett
h opened the .stas to clipper ships and furitished land fix pioneers. Although these
,7ontier4 kart more or less dssapiwrnl, the _framer qf kiente 'mates. It ai tn keeping with

the Armertoan tradoimone tchni hat made Mr Unard States greatthat new frontiers
shall k made a. inutile for detrlopmetu b.w all Aonerkan amens.
Moreover, wide health, ura-benig, and serum), arr proper (*them of Gaternment, Alenprogiem u, and rimy k, q vital interest to Government. Without ... imnf, progrrts the
national health :mild darivorate; without kientifi.. prograa 'ay toad toot hop e for improvement nt *sir standard 'Ft liveng oi-r au mreased number at jobs .tio- our omens; and whout
...teotifis progress Uy iftid nor hate mom:amid our Isbernei agamst rvraertm
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